Show your students
the World
Welcome to China Bestours where our mission is to bring you wonderful holidays
perfectly packaged to meet your needs at a price you can easily afford. When we
began in 2003 we quickly became the top tour operating company from Australia
to China. Since then we have progressively extended our operations to other Asian
destinations with our hallmark attention to every detail for your comfort and
enjoyment. We have now established a strong network in Australia and at all major
destinations in the region. We are determined to make your holiday truly enjoyable
and memorable, something to look back upon with genuine pleasure.
Planning a foreign trip and trusting someone to manage it for you is a big decision.
No one understands Asia better than us. So please think of China Bestours when
planning your next journey. Discover what makes us the first choice for thousands
of Australian travellers every year.
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Turning China
into living classrooms
We have worked closely w ith schools both in
A u st ra l ia a nd C h i na to orga n ise successf u l
educational group tours to China. We assist school
teachers to plan excursions designed to open their
students’ minds and broaden their horizons. With
the great support of our Chinese partner and most
airlines operating from Australia, we can provide
top quality educational experiences at an affordable
price. The students benefit enormously as we turn
China into living classrooms. It will encourage
your students to further their studies and provide
memories and experiences that will stand them in
good stead throughout their lives.
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The School Groups
We have organized many school group
tours to China and beyond. Here are
some examples:
A: Students only with school teacher
supervision
B: Students with parents and school
teachers
C: Teachers only from one school
D: Teachers only from different schools
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We build the tour for you

Just call China Bestours or send us an email to school@seechina.com.au
and let us know the following basic information:
1. Date of travelling
2. Length of the trip
3. Country and Places to visit
4. Airlines preference
5. Group size
6. Hotel preferences (3*, 4* or others)
7. Composition of tour group (student, parents, teachers)
We will respond with a proposal that will relieve you of all those time
consuming organisational details.
Most school tours are fully inclusive with English speaking local guides,
one national guide (who accompanies the group throughout the journey),
all entrances fees, hotels, transfers and transpost. Everything is organized
so you can be confident and secure that your travel arrangements are in the
hands of experts. This allows you to relax and enjoy the highlights each day
with the assistance of your bi-lingual guides.
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Information
Evening / Presentation
Our sales manager and reservation consultants are
happy to come to your school to do information
nights for presentations to encourage students and
parents to sign up for the excursion.
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Our Best Award
is the Satisfaction of our Clients
We have provided tours and programs to many well-known schools in Australia for
years. Here are some of their responses:
I have been dealing with China Bestours since it began business,
ten years ago. I am privileged to have had them organise our school
trips for both teachers and students, in such a professional and expert
manner. Under their efficient guidance and planning, they have made
our trips memorable, with all members of the trip enjoying them
tremendously.
I have total trust and confidence in dealing with CBT. Their
management style is exactly what we required, and has catered well
to all the different participants on our various tours.
I highly recommend CBT to anyone who wishes to have a worry-free,
enjoyable and memorable journey and I look forward to many more
wonderful trips with them in the future.
Ruth Wong
Chinese Teacher / Tour Organizer
Sydney Grammar School
Sydney NSW 2000

Dear Eric,
May I take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for a
wonderfully well organised trip to China. There was a great variety
of sites and people to see and the associated transport and general
support and your company organised them very efficiently and in
a cost-effective way. Nothing was too much trouble for your staff,
although I think we teachers exhausted them with our questions! It
can't have been easy for them to lead us as we have had many more
contacts with China and Chinese teacher than probably any group
they have led so far.
All the best for the future,
Kind regards,
Ruby Holland
Assistant Principal
St. Paul’s Grammar School
Cranebrook NSW 2749
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I can most strongly recommend Eric and the team at China
Bestours. They were most thorough in their planning, support
and coordination of the school's inaugural tour to China. Their
professionalism ensured the success of our cultural excursion for
both teachers and students. We will definitely use China Bestours
when we travel to China again.
Kind Regards,
Darren Percy
Head Teacher Learning Support
St Ives High School
St Ives NSW 2075

Cherrybrook THS has used China Bestours for the organisation of
several tours. Each trip has been highly successful and characterised
by scrupulous attention to detail, high quality inclusions, and
provision of knowledgeable and attentive guides. Programs are
always well planned, reliable and informative with enough flexibility
to allow for variations to suit local conditions. I am pleased to be able
to recommend China Bestours.
Mark Wade
Head Teacher (Languages & International Programs)
Cherrybrook Technology High School
Cherrybrook NSW 2126

Dear Jimmy,
I was just wanting to let you know that the China Trip was a great
success. Both the teachers and the students had a wonderful time!
In particular they all absolutely LOVED Mr. Oliver Lin (national
guide). The girls wanted to bring him back home with them!

At the present moment we are organising our fifth tour of China with China Bestours. Over the years we have
found that China Bestours has provided a level of services which has heightened our China experience. They have
provided us with an up to date, comprehensive and exciting itinerary which has allowed our students to experience
the diverse culture and scenic beauty that China offers. Our guides have always been first class. This has enabled us
to provide a safe learning environment and a challenging adventure throughout our travels. The hotels have been
outstanding and China Bestours have always accessed the best available quality of accommodation in each city
visited. The activities have been designed for students to engage in the customs and traditions of such an ancient
land and civilisation. These activities have stimulated a love of China and desire for travel. China Bestours has
been most accommodating in adopting any suggested changes. They have always fulfilled our travel requirements
enthusiastically. Therefore we look forward to future associations with this organisation.
Rob Candy & Julie Gleeson
Pymble Ladies’ College
Pymble NSW 2073

Thank you so much for helping to make this China Trip the
best ever. Your experience and professionalism really made the
difference!
I look forward to organising our next China Trip with you and
Sue again in the future.
Camellia Cseko
Ogilvie High School
Newtown TAS 7008

To Whom It May Concern,
I have been a client of China Bestours since it was established
in 2003. Every year since, I have organised and co-ordinated
travel groups of teachers, their spouse and friends to many
destinations throughout Asia and northern Africa. On each
occasion I have worked closely with the management and staff
of China Bestours and know their service to be most efficient,
courteous and professional.
Due to the fact that most of the groups are teachers, we are
restricted to travelling mainly during the school holidays. CBT
is always most accommodating in arranging our itineraries to 16
days so that we enjoy maximum sightseeing and are culturally
immersed in the country we are visiting. Communication
between myself and CBT is another important factor when
touring with large groups (between 30 - 80 people). I have
always found all communication to be friendly, prompt and
speedy.
CBT works closely with reputable travel companies overseas
and it is comforting to tour in another country knowing with
confidence that every detail has been taken care of in their
fully inclusive holiday packages including f lights, transfers,
accom modat ion, mea ls, k nowledgeable g u ides a nd sa fe
transport. This makes for a stress free and relaxing holiday
experience.
I highly recommend China Bestours which offers excellent
quality tours at very reasonable cost.
Yours sincerely,
Janice Hoon
School Tour Charter Group Organiser
Sydney NSW 2000

Dear Mr Wang,
>> A students reflections of the China Tour 2017....
>> My father and I along with 20 other families
accompanied by three teachers Mrs Thomas, Mr Storrie
and Miss Chan from St Paul's Grammar Junior School
toured this amazingly vast, ancient, dynamic and
modern country including cities of Shanghai, Xian and
Beijing in China from the 6th to the 18th of April over the
Easter School holidays this year.
>> We as a group full of anticipation and adventure had
the most amazing cultural Chinese experience.....seeing
and experiencing so many ancient wonders of Chinese
history and culture....words are hard to describe how
wonderful the tour was.
>> Some of our highlights, visiting the sister school at
Datong and family day in Shanghai, Disneyland, many
cultural performances, Terra cotta warriors and riding
bikes around the oldest walled city in China within the
ancient city of Xian. High speed train from Xian to
Beijing. This train travels at over 300 kilometres per
hour.... Now in Beijing the Summer Palace, Tiananmen
Square, Forbidden City and the Great Wall. My personal
favourite.... And The food.....Chinese of course....
Amazingly good.
>>
>> The teamwork, friendship and comradeship from the students, parents and teachers along with all our
fantastic expert tour guides from China Bestours was absolutely commendable.
>>
>> Every person on the tour will remember a special moment from the St Paul's Junior School China Tour
2017....>> Arabella Logan>> Year 5 student St Paul's Grammar School
Article to CBT from one of the students in BHHS re China Tour 2017
In the Easter holidays, CBT Holidays organised a trip to China for Baulkham Hills High School. On behalf of the
school, I would like to personally thank CBT Holidays for all their effort, before and during the trip. The trip was
organised extremely well, with an extensive itinerary planned, along with four star hotels and delicious meals
every day. All the hotels were amazing, with great rooms and good service. Although we arrived at a few hotels
late in the night, we were welcomed by the staff. Some of the hotels even had a sign to welcome our school! All
the food we ate on the trip was also well organised by CBT holidays and the restaurants and home-cooked
meals were great!
The tour guides were very carefully selected, and they all gave us an enjoyable and educational experience. In
Shanghai, the local guide met us at the tower and immediately gave us an overview of our time in Shanghai.
During our time there, he also gave us information about the history and European ties of the area, while being
engaging and allowing us to have fun along the way. In Xian, the tour guide met us at the train station and took
us to our hotel. She was also very informative, and taught us about the history of several dynasties in Xian. Our
national tour guide, Jason, also acted as our local tour guide in Beijing. He was extremely welcoming when we
first arrived in China and was always making sure that we were okay and having a good time. Whenever we had
any problems, Jason would do his best to resolve them as quickly as possible and it was thanks to him that we
had such an enjoyable time in China.
The itinerary was extensive and well thought out as well. The places we visited and the activities we participated
in varied from day to day, so we were able to have many different experiences during the trip.
Baulkham Hills High School’s China Trip 2017 was an experience that none of us will ever forget and I would
like to once again thank everyone at CBT that was involved with planning the trip and making it happen.
Pavitraa Hathi
Year 10 Baulkham Hills High School
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